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The Paine College Collins-Callaway Library was able to move from a proprietary integrated library system (ILS) to a hosted, open source ILS over a two-month period in the summer of 2010. The Library was able to implement the changes with no new budget and a small staff.

The Paine College Library serves a campus of 900 students with a small staff and a tight budget. Since 1999, the Library has used an integrated library system (ILS) from a proprietary vendor. The ILS was well known and respected, but it was designed for large and complex libraries. The Library staff and campus information technology staff had extensive training in its use at the time of implementation. The server was located in the Library and was maintained by the campus technology staff, and the Circulation Manager served as the system administrator. Over the next several years, most of the knowledge about the system was lost to staff turnover. By 2007, all of the people with system training and experience were gone, except for the cataloging assistant. In 2008, webinar training was completed by some staff, but in general, the system was too complex and difficult to manage without significant devotion of time and effort beyond usual duties.

Additional concerns were the increasing annual costs of the license and maintenance contract, even as the server and system were aging. With a limited budget and even less expertise or time to handle the upgrades or new features, the older version became increasingly less effective. The ILS vendor offered a hosted solution but the cost was prohibitive. The Library was facing the pressing need for a new server and a system upgrade, without the necessary resources.

The success of open source ILS implementation in public libraries in Georgia piqued interest in an open source solution for the Library. Although staff members were not completely satisfied with our proprietary system, they were anxious about the time and effort required for implementing a new one. They also had concerns about the ability of an open source system to be able to do things they were used to doing.

When the Library first began exploring Koha, it seemed most of the hosting and migration companies were from outside of the U.S., but a few were implementing in this country. In spring of 2008, one of the hosting companies provided a demonstration of Koha to the Library staff. They were able to see that most of our needs could be met by Koha, but there were still concerns about the learning curve.

The company that had demonstrated the system provided a quote for an annual hosting fee that came in at about twenty percent of the cost of the annual proprietary ILS fees.
Additional one-time costs for training and data migration were about 125% of current ILS costs, but after the one-time costs were paid, eighty percent of that budget line could be freed up for other library resources in perpetuity. Unfortunately, the one-time upfront costs were a barrier, since in times of financial constraint the Library was expected to find the money within its budget. Funding the one-time costs would have required the Library to drop significant electronic resources for two years, which did not seem feasible.

The idea languished for another year, but the Library remained interested and increasingly concerned about its aging proprietary system. During that time, Koha had undergone some growing pains. One company did not want to release code it had developed for its Koha clients, and then it was eventually purchased by another company. The Koha community split into two factions, and the idea that open source hosting may have some unforeseen pitfalls. However, Koha itself seemed stable and vibrant.

The Library reached a point at which a decision was required: either spend money upgrading our proprietary system or spend it moving to an open source system. The FY2011 budget process began in February 2010, and once again, the money had to come from the Library's current budget. This time the Library was in conversation with a different Koha hosting company. The difficulty of funding the upfront costs of migration and training was openly discussed with them. At that point, a mutually acceptable position of financing the upfront costs over a three-year period became a viable option. The only difference would be that the Library would be held to a three-year contract with the company rather than the usual one-year contract. With those costs spread over three years, the Library would actually see a small savings in year two, and a larger one in year three, and the full 80% savings in year four. In order for the budget to work, however, the new contract had to begin in June of 2010 and end the proprietary contract by July 31. That gave the Library only a two-month implementation window, but the decision was made to do it.

Things moved quickly after that. A flat budget was submitted in March 2010, the new contract was signed in April, the first migration conference call was made on June 3, and the new system was functional and live on August 2, 2010.

The campus IT department attended the first migration conference call. It was determined that the only role they needed to play was to provide
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access to the legacy server and to provide student data from our campus enterprise system.

For the next five weeks, the hosting company extracted data from the legacy system and wrote scripts to prepare the data for import into the Koha system. The Library staff began using a demonstration system with full staff privileges to explore Koha. Having this kind of full access prior to implementation was another advantage of an open source system. The Library staff was rightly concerned about the fast implementation schedule, so they were motivated to use the demonstration system. Two people spent significant time in the cataloging module, and others spent time in the circulation module and its related components. In general, staff seemed to learn best by working together for a while and then spending some time exploring on their own. A few phone calls and emails occurred between the hosting company and the Library to answer questions about our data during those weeks.

Onsite training was deliberately scheduled after summer school had ended and staff attended three days of training. This was week six of implementation. The bibliographic data and basic patron data were loaded and ready to use in the test database. Training was taught by module. A few staff attended all of the sessions and the rest of the staff attended only those sessions that were relevant to their duties. The time spent with the demonstration system proved to be worthwhile, since the focus could be specifically on the best way to do things, rather than learning how to navigate the system. The training session was also the time when the administrative options were chosen for setting up the system to display and perform for local preferences. Some areas still needed additional setup, but when the training was finished, the system was functional. Weeks 7 and 8 were probably the most intense as data was tested, problems found and reported, and data displays were worked on. We had a conference call each week with the hosting company staff, and were able to get many things resolved quickly. Final data loads were completed on July 30.

On Aug. 2, the legacy system had been disabled, and the online catalog link pointed to our new Koha catalog. As the students did not start classes until August 10, we continued to work on tweaking the final catalog.

The only somewhat significant hitch was transferring patron data from the campus system into Koha. All of the legacy patron information could easily have been transferred by the hosting company, but instead the Library chose to transfer only their names, barcode, and fine record. The plan was to update the rest of the information with the most current campus student records. The IT department was involved in various campus-wide initiatives at the time, and could not provide that information right away. They also discovered that the information was not as retrievable as originally believed. Some consequences have been that some of the personalized features and the email notification system could not be used until the data was loaded, but these did not hinder the functionality of the system.

The Koha OPAC options are much improved over the legacy system. Although the previous system provided ways to improve the OPAC, it required a level of expertise not available among our small staff. Many of the OPAC options in Koha are easily accessible, and often just involve making a choice from a pull down menu.

Financially, significant annual savings will occur over the former proprietary system within a couple of years and those savings will be redirected to purchase more library resources. The IT department is pleased to have one less server to maintain. The Library staff is able to handle the administrative functions of their module on their own, and they may also contact the hosting company for assistance.

In summary, choosing a hosted open source ILS was the right choice for the Library. Using a hosting company is an excellent way for a small library to obtain specific ILS expertise at a reasonable cost. Before making a decision, the companies should be researched, news of the companies followed, and references from other libraries should be obtained. Choosing the hosting company is the most important aspect for a small library, since they will be the installation and maintenance experts. By using a hosted Koha system, the Library has distributed the work of maintaining an ILS, saved money to use for new resources, and improved the online catalog.

Endnotes: